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Black holes are (seem to be?) very special:

Field theory models Gravity

e.g. Skyrmions

Kerr(-Newman) Black Hole/

Schwarzschild (RN)

(only)

one example:



Einstein(-Maxwell) system

(here, four dimensions only) :

•Asymptotically flat spacetime:  remarkable simple picture

Israel’s theorem (1968):

“In electrovacuum, a single, static, Black Hole is spherically                                 

symmetric and described by only two parameters (M,Q)”

Reissner-Nordstrom Black Hole

• no (Einstein)-Maxwell solitons

(Lichnerowicz-type theorems)

•(more precise) simplest model::



usually, one extrapolates the properties of the 

Kerr/Schwarzschild black holes to any model

•`all black holes: static spherically symmetric’

•`all black holes have a Z2 symmetry/equatorial plane`

e.g.  (folklore) 

how general are these results?

valid for any model/any asymptotics?



• rigorous mathematical proofs: axially symmetry

• uniqueness results (some models)

?

e.g. gravity

+

electromagnetism

LOOPHOLES?

generality?

(other models)



field theory solitons 

with discrete symmetries

In flat spacetime  

gravitating solitons and BHs

with discrete symmetries only

In principle,  the setup is clear:

.. an well-know and old problem (for experts) 

backreaction

•still an unsolved problem (too complicated)

•partial results only (E. Weinberg, J. Kunz ..)

(with some expected results)

non-Abelian fields)



i) Einstein-Maxwell Black holes 

in AdS4 spacetime

this talk: two different explicit examples:

Black Holes which are static and not spherically symmetric

ii) Black Holes with scalars 

in asymptotically flat spacetime
(specific models)

(simple setup)



1. Einstein-Maxwell system in (globally) AdS4 spacetime

• RN                  RNAdS Black Hole (only solution known so far)

• however, no uniqueness results  (no Israel-type theorem)

• also, no solution generation techniques



the message here:

new Black Holes

+

solitons

non-Reissner-Nordstom configurations 

without asymptotically flat counterparts
AdS:

AdS

known EM Black Holes

static,

non-spherically 

symmetric



In particular: new AdS black holes with smooth,

topologically spherical horizon,  but without isometries

Phys.Rev.Lett. 117 221102 (2016)



fixed globally AdS background:

Maxwell equations

Electrostatics in (globally) AdS spacetime

U(1) potential



Minkowski spacetime::



AdS  spacetime:

is regularized!

Minkowski spacetime::

finite in a “box”



flat AdS

new solution!



the l=0 mode is missing!                    no net electric charge

smooth, arbitrary superposition of multipoles

(but nonzero electric charge density)



virial identity:

total mass

to summarize:





•global AdS, unlike global Minkowski, admits everywhere regular, 

finite energy electric fields for all multipoles except the monopole

• (non-linear theory: known Yang-Mills solitons in AdS background)



•global AdS, unlike global Minkowski, admits everywhere regular, 

finite energy electric fields for all multipoles except the monopole

• (non-linear theory: known Yang-Mills solitons in AdS background)

•the solutions should survive 

when including backreaction 
Einstein-Maxwell-AdS solitons

with discrete symmetries only

now, the setup is clear:

i)



•the solutions should survive 

when including backreaction 
Einstein-Maxwell-AdS solitons

with discrete symmetries only

moreover, when gravitating solitons 

exist in a given model, bound states 

of such solitons with an event horizon 

can typically be constructed

static Einstein-Maxwell-AdS

black holes with discrete

symmetries only

now, the setup is clear:

i)

ii)

•global AdS, unlike global Minkowski, admits everywhere regular, 

finite energy electric fields for all multipoles except the monopole

• (non-linear theory: known Yang-Mills solitons in AdS background)



Making it concrete: not an easy task…

• the general problem: elliptic 3D PDEs: no previous work in the literature

• no exact solutions

however, the case m=0 is special: 

Costa, Santos et. al.: Class.Quant.Grav. 33 (2016) no.11, 115011

Herdeiro and Radu: Phys. Lett. B749 (2015) 393

partial results:

however, not so useful….

i) Axially symmetric exact solution – perturbation around probe limit 

(complicated expressions)



Making it concrete: not an easy task…

• the general problem: elliptic 3D PDEs: no previous work in the literature

• no exact solutions

however, the case m=0 is special   

Costa, Santos et. al.: Class.Quant.Grav. 33 (2016) no.11, 115011

Herdeiro and Radu: Phys. Lett. B757 (2016) 288

ii) Axially symmetric nonperturbative solutions:

solving numerically  the full Einstein-Maxwell equations 

also axially symmetric black hole solutions



Solve numerically the Einstein-Maxwell-AdS field equations

Major obstacle: equations with dependence on all three space coordinates

(no similar work in the literature)

Einstein-Maxwell-AdS: 3D non-perturbative results

Our approach: we solve a boundary value problem

(finite difference, Newton-Raphson method, DeTurck  approach)

i)  one starts with a Maxwell soliton and increases ce

ii) in a 2nd step, one adds a small black hole at the center
strategy

P. Chrusciel, E. Delay arXiv:1612.00281 [math.DG] 

existence proof:

fixed (l,m)

Phys.Rev.Lett. 117 221102 (2016)

the issue of metric gauge fixing



‘background’

function:

Solve numerically the Einstein-Maxwell field equations

Major obstacle: equations with dependence on all three space coordinates

(no similar work in the literature)

Einstein-Maxwell-AdS: 3D non-perturbative results

metric ansatz gauge potential

(BHs)

(solitons)

the issue of metric gauge fixing



Einstein equations:

Maxwell equations:

energy-momentum tensor



The generic solutions are static and possess discrete symmetries only

single 

Killing 

vector

the solutions

are regular

on and outside

the horizon 



Induced metric at the horizon:

-most unusual feature of the solutions:

the BH horizon has no isometries

(topologically a sphere) 



Induced metric at the horizon:

isometric embedding in a at three-dimensional space

embedding functions

-most unusual feature of the solutions:

the BH horizon has no isometries

(topologically a sphere) 

(analogy with Kerr BH)

(Smarr 1973)



examples of isometric embeddings for the horizon of AdS-electrovacuum BHs (top),

together with their horizon Ricci scalar (bottom).

(2; 2) (3; 3)(3; 2) (3; 3)

rounded

corners!



Equatorial slices for isometric embeddings of the horizons 

of AdS-electrovacuum BHs with different boundary data. 

The BHs have the same temperature and increasing

values of the parameter ce, starting with ce = 0 (center).



unusual horizon shapes also for m=0 

(axially symmetric Black Holes)

l=1 l=2 l=3 l=4

Costa, Santos et. al.

Class.Quant.Grav. 33 (2016) no.11, 115011



l=2 l=3

Slices for isometric embeddings of the horizons of AdS-

electrovacuum axially symmetric BHs with different 

boundary data. 

axially symmetric Black Holes



some quantities of interest:

Event  horizon area Hawking temperature:

Mass:

g_{tt}

(standard computation)



Mass vs: ce for families of BHs with different boundary data and the 

same temperature. 

L=1



Horizon area vs: temperature for (3; 1) BHs

No electric flux at infinity            the SAdS pattern is recovered

no extremal Black Holes!

Possible interpretation: distorted SAdS Black Holes with electric multipoles



general picture: similar to AdS4

how special is AdS4 ? 

higher dimensional generalizations?

•“Static Einstein-Maxwell Magnetic Solitons and Black Holes 

in an Odd Dimensional AdS Spacetime”

Entropy 18 (2016) 438 

•“AdS5 magnetized solutions in minimal gauged supergravity”

Phys .Lett. B771 (2017) 52-58 

Jose Luis Blazquez-Salcedo, Jutta Kunz, Francisco Navarro-Lerida and ER

our conclusion:

the existence proof in

P. Chrusciel, E. Delay, 

Lett.Math.Phys. 107 (2017) 1391-1407

covers also 

D>4 case



known EM Black Holes

new Black Holes

+

solitons

Outlook-AdS case  

main message:

AdS

• static BHs in AdS electrovacuum can have an 

arbitrary electric multipole structure

• nontrivial solitonic limit



• rigorous mathematical proofs: axially symmetry

• uniqueness results (some models)

?

e.g. gravity

+

electromagnetism

LOOPHOLES?

Yes!  black holes with scalars (some models)

ii) What about Asymptotically Flat Black Holes?   



Black hole scalarisation

Fundamental solutions:

Scalarised solutions:

one possible mechanism:

(ground state of the system)

(‘excited’ state)

tachyonic instability

perturbation:

very different from AdS case..



various models:

requires rotation

(1partial results only)

arXiv:1711.01187, 1711.02080, 1711.03390 

1806.05190

1901.02953 

BH scalarization: attracted some attention in the last years:



generic feature of scalarized  Black Holes:

horizon shape

all modes are relevant !

l>0

•static and non-spherically symmetric

•Black Holes without isometries

very different from the Einstein(-Maxwell-(dilaton)) case

the nonlinear continuation 

of zero modes

perturbation:

(spherical background)



Scalarised charged black holes

ground state

advantages:

•simpler model

•systematic study     

possible

•…

toy model:

arXiv: 1806.05190

(with C.H., J Font

and Sanchis-Gual) 

(1806.05190)

‘excited’ states

the Reissner-Nordstrom BH

scalarized Black Holes



scalar modes:

Scalar field perturbations around RN background:

small -f  expansion:

1st step:

mode equation:

exact solution!

Legendre function

obeys: f’(0)=0,  m2
eff<0

scalar ‘clouds’



part of the domain of existence of spherical EMS

scalarised BHs with n = 0 in the (a; q)-plane.

Q/M>1

non-uniqueness

spherical sector:

linearly stable!



• (perturbatively) stable scalarized Black Holee

• they  form dynamically

(arXiv: 1806.05190

spherical

BHs



What about higher-(l,m)  zero modes of the scalar field?

the nonlinear continuation of m>0 zero modes results in branches 

of scalarised static, non-spherically symmetric BHs

same situation 

for sEGB…



static axially symmetric Black Holes

the spherical (l=0) hairy solutions maximize the entropy



numerical results: static axially symmetric Black Holes

‘lemon shape’horizon:

Euclidean embeddings of the intrinsic horizon geometry



static Black Holes: l=2 branches

m=2 BHs: maximal entropy

static Black Holes without isometries

3D PDEs



static Black Holes without isometries

m=2 BHs: maximal entropy

vs.

flat space

Skyrmions

horizon shape



Gauss-Bonnet scalarization?

•many similar features...

•l=0: arXiv:1711.01187

•l=1: black holes with a dipolar scalar field (1912.05382)

axially symmetric black holes



equator:

q=p/2

Observation: all solutions preserve the Z2 symmetry

(also Kerr-Newman metric)

black holes without Z2 isometry?

Northern 

hemisphere

Sourthern 

hemisphere

z

z=0



simple mechanicsm:  ‘conflict of symmetries’

Isolated black holes without Z2 isometry

e-Print: Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) 104060 arXiv:1808.0669 

(with C. Herdeiro and P. Cunha) 

(i)

(ii)



Kaluza-Klein Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton model

Rasheed exact solution: rotating dyon (1995)

Euclidean embeddings of the intrinsic horizon geometry

for rotating dyonic BHs in Kaluza-Klein theory

same with CS model

pear-like shape

horizon properties:

Astefanesei et. al.

hep-th/0606244 



one cannot safely extrapolate the properties of the 

Kerr/Schwarzschild black holes to any model

•-Einstein-Maxwell-AdS

e.g. 

to summarize:

main message:

many open questions…

horizons with no isometries

static,non-spherically symmetric

solutions

•Black Hole scalarization



Vielen Dank für Ihre Aufmerksamkeit!











requires rotation

(Kerr BHs - work in progress)

Black Holes without Z2 isometry

Euclidean embeddings of the intrinsic horizon geometry

Chern-Simons scalarization?



requires rotation

(Kerr BHs - work in progress)

Black Holes without Z2 isometry

Euclidean embeddings of the intrinsic horizon geometry

Chern-Simons scalarization?

a simpler model:





Further results:

Electric-magnetic duality magnetic solitons (and black holes)

Superposition: axially symmetric case rotating solitons 

Herdeiro and Radu: Phys. Lett. B757 (2016) 288

- non-zero global angular momentum  for the particular case when “next 

neighbour" electric and magnetic multipoles occur in the superposition

- generic solutions: rotate locally, but not globally

•no spinning Black Holes yet 



AdS: some open questions:

• significance in AdS/CFT context

• adding rotation and connection with geons (Horowitz and Santos)

• higher dimensional generalizations? (D=5 work in progress)

P. Chrusciel, E. Delay arXiv:1612.00281 [math.DG] 

the existence proof covers also D>4 case

•Static Black Holes with non-spherical horizon in asymptotically flat space?

yes, for various non-linear matter sources…


